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The Name You Trust For HealthTM

Open

Our Eyes
Touch the roots, but
not the ‘forbidden fruit’
by Peter Lim

T

he discovery of cancer is like
a death sentence to many
who are gripped with fear and
uncertainties. For years, we
were in the dark about the cancer
challenges. For some, within a week,
decisions are made to remove the
cancer with so many questions left
unanswered. We often overlook to deal
with the root causes and even add
more challenges to the cancer, causing
the sick to have cancer repeats in a
short period of time. Lives are therefore
destroyed for lack of knowledge.
Genesis One is our inspiration in
the NeB research to restore life with
energy, organic food, and food-derived
supplements and herbs to meet
the cancer challenges. This animal
instinct gives us a breakthrough in
many discoveries to overcome cancer
challenges and for others to further the
research to save lives. Findings are not
conclusive, but we believe the day will
come sooner in treating cancer, with
results that are even better than those
on flu! There is light in the tunnel. We
need to open our eyes to be free!

A Tumour, a Cyst, or an
Inflamed Lymph Node

We are concerned by the touch or
sight of a physical lump that we make
quick decisions to get rid of it. What is
important is not the physical size, but
whether there is cancer and how much
activity is in it. A client was told that

there was a mass substance shown in
her scan results. With haste she agreed
and took out part of the small and
large intestines, only to discover in our
report that it was only allergy formation.
Tumours can be partly cancerous and
non-cancerous, and cyst and inflamed
lymph node can be removed naturally.
Cutting the lump may create potential
sites for more tumours to grow again
due to pathogenic attacks. It could
destablise the body equilibrium and
cause a chain of organ reactions and
develop tumours in another site.

Root Causes of Tumours

Often, we don’t know and don’t even
ask about the root causes, but simply
deal with the tumours. Experience
tells us that we must know to solve
the roots, otherwise the problems will
persist with cancer repeats. One client
had the whole stomach removed in
two operations because the cancer
came back. Within half a year, cancer
was found in the stomach edge,
lungs and thyroid, with thyroid tumour
partly non-cancerous. We traced
the roots and found the parasites,
allergies, microorganisms, and bird
flu all attacking the body. We do not
advocate touching the tumour unless it
is really life threatening, as we deemed
it as a “forbidden fruit”. It is like white
ants attacking the house. In two
weeks, we dealt with the root causes
using NeB and the cancer activity was
down to zero. Tumours could return if
pathogenic attacks are not effectively
dealt with. A fourth-stage cancer could
be reduced to zero once the roots are
dealt with and unhealthy cells turning
healthy again.

The Fallbacks

A young lady had cervical cancer
and underwent drug therapy. It was
a success. But within months, she
developed leukaemia with the bone
marrow and key organs destroyed.
After the second round, she found that
her bone marrow could not produce
the blood cells and needed weekly
blood transfusions. She still had the
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uterus and ovary cysts with the blood
cancer. She was under fierce attacks
by mycoplasma, multiple sclerosis,
bird flu, H1N1, dengue, and autism
virus, including parasites, allergies,
bacteria, toxins and microorganisms.
Her fallback on bone marrow
transplant is only 10% success. NeB
research dealt with her infections and
potentially removed the blood cancer
in three weeks. But bone marrow
activation remains exploratory. Before,
during, and after drastic therapies,
infections are high and NeB could
provide a protective shield for a
winning chance of recovery. Many had
successful cancer therapies but they
died due to infections.

Lifestyle Changes

Unhealthy lifestyles lead to the climax
of cancer. A reverse would help
prevent cancer repeats. Food is key to
the recovery to build strong immunity.
Avoid forbidden food labelled as
“MOSA” for the first two years. Avoid
“meat” and dairy, “oils” and fats (flax
seed oil with quarks are good); “S”
on sugar, salt, spices, starch, soy,
seeds and sherbet. “A” on allergycausing products including alcohol,
aerosols, cosmetics, toxic detergents,
chemicals and certain tea.
Take organic-macrobiotic
foods, and fresh organic
juices with supplements
and herbs free from
harmful pesticides,
chemicals and genetic
modifications. Stay
healthy. Drink alkaline
water. Sleep early. Do
moderate exercises.
Clear bowels daily.
Do something
that uplifts you
spiritually.

Visit us and our website,
www.natures-glory.com,
for more information.
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